Title word cross-reference

#11 [WR79]. #2 [Hea72b]. #3 [Fit73]. #4 [Fit73]. #8 [Har77a].

1 → 2 [Gro83]. 23 ≤ n ≤ 26 [Ng89c, Ng89b, Ng89a]. 3 [Eas91]. n [Ng89c].
BSO < 16 > [Ng89b]. BSO(16) [Ng89a].
ℓ* [KKV04a], f(x, y) [CC88, CC89]. I [SMH98]. ⊤ [Alv00]. N = 1
[KKV02, KKV03a, KKV04b, KVK03]. T: [Ano90]. XT R [DÜ92b, DÜ92a].

-coverings [KKV04a]. -D [Eas91].

/ [Gon89].

11th [IEE78]. 13th [HR92]. 1st [Ano90].

2 [BOH78, BO80, CNxx, Dul87, Dul89, Ede81, Hea71, Hus81, Loo72, Ozixx, Rod84].

286-based [YA87]. 2n [Hea72b].

3 [DMR88, DMR90, Eas87, Kaz87]. 3-D [Eas87].

4. [Gro88b]. 440 [Mel74]. 4th [DN93].

5 [Sag89]. 5. [Gro88b]. 5th [Ano88, NBC92].

6th [GT94, Mor89].

7. [Gro88c]. 74 [Hus81]. '76 [Jen76]. '79 [Ng79].
B1700/B1800 [GK80b, GK79]. B1800 [GK79]. Backlund [GKZ91, FK89, Nuc90].
Baecklund [KF87]. Based [HS95, Ina80, UAYS87, Alv90, Boc92, GV92, Hv85, Nor90, Ren92, YA87, YA89]. Bases [BGK86, HT95, MMN88, van86b]. Bath [Fit89b]. be [Fit89]. beam [US91].
Beginners [WH89, SHWZ88, SHWZ89, SHWZ93]. benchmark [MH85]. bending [Bar92]. betatron [AZZ91]. between [Dav82].
Bilinear [Ito88]. Bifurcation [LP90]. BIGNUM [Gri81]. Bilinear [Ito88].
Brussels [Ano88]. BSO [Ng89c].
Built [NR97]. Built-in [NR97]. Burroughs [GK79, GK80b].
C [Hie91, Ste94]. CAD [SAK+88, SAK88].
Calculate [KF87]. Calculating [BGK86, Nuc90, Nuc92, AM90].
Calculation [Cal72, DR85, Dul87, Ede81, GKI02a, Gro83, MS79, PBG14, Vlo03, van86b, BL91, Dul89, IKRT89a, JL94, Kem81, Gro88b].
Calculations [CB76, DMR88, ST89b, DMR90, IKRT89b, IKRT91, Lan94, Rod84, Sei91, SS91].
Cálculo [dos88]. Calculus [DÜ92a, Har89b, Sch82a, SHM87, ST89a, DÜ92b, Har89a, Kad06]. CALI [Gra94a, Gra94b]. calibration [BO80].
California [EE78]. CAMAL [Fit93a].
Chebyshev [Boy93]. Checking [MN92].
Classification [GZ90a, Zha93, GSZ85].
Classroom [Par14]. Clifford [BCDS87, HT95]. Closed [Man93]. Code [Gat76, Gat86, KK89, vanxx, Bat85, BGV94, Bru93, GV92, Gat85a, vHGv92]. coded [GK78b, GKL].
cohomological [IKK03]. Cohomology [Ng89b, Ng89c, Ng89a].
collection [Tha89a, Tha89b]. college [Tha89a, Tha89b].
Collineation [MN92].
Collision [LD87, LD89]. Colloquium [Vis73]. column [YK90]. comment [Sch88a].
Commutative [Gra94a, Gra94b, Rod84]. commutator [Sei91]. Compact [Nor93, Nor95].
Compactified [DR85]. Comparison [Hus81, NW83]. Compilation [KRR87].
Complete [KK02b, Cap86a, KK06].
Complex [ASl96, US91]. compression [Hv85].
Comput [Sag89]. Computation [ACM94, BHPS86, Bro93, DR86, GT91, Gon89, HI92, Hug90, Jen76, MW91b, MMN88, NM90, Ng89c, Ng89b, Ng89a, PSZ91, Ray87, Ray90, RT85, Sav90, UYSA89, WN90, Wat91, CL96, Dew89, Dye94, Fit93b, FGF89, Gia89, LS96, Ng97, Sav88, SL92].
Computational [NBC92, KK95b].
Computations [Dau79, DJ80, DJRR81, KR86, KRxx].
Compute [Par14, Mat89]. Computer [ASl96, BGH93, BC91, BC85, Cap90, DMR88, Dav88, Dav90, Div91, DS97, DJ89, Edu93, FKS89, GL88, GL89, GSZ85, GZ90a, GZ90b, GKW03, Gre87, Gri75, GKH9, GKH9b, HS95, HPR96, MW91a, M+94, Nor80, OT87, Rd91, SHM87, SMH98, SWHZ88, SHWZ89,
SHWZ93, Sto77, WH89, YP91, Zha93, Cal94, DMR90, DZ90, EKR89, EP91, Hea73a, Her12, IKRT89b, Kea92, Ol88, PBG14, RLBS91, SMU+89, Ste94, SS91, Ueb92, Vul02.

Computer-aided [DJ89, BC91].

Computer-Assisted [Gre87].

Computeralgebra [Ueb92].

Computerized [EP90, Ano90].

Computers [YA87, YA89].

Computer [BL96, Fit93b, Gat85, Gro83, HT91, KK93, KK95a, KKV04c, KK00, Mac89, Mou93, RT88, Sch88b, KLS12].

Data [Cap89].

Data-Structures [Gri76].

Debugging [KR85a, KR87].

DEC [Hs83].

decays [Gri83].

Decomposition [BCRS89].

Definite [Kol85].

Definition [Gri76].

deflection [Aok89].

Deformations [KKV10, KK92, KK94, KK95b].

Delivery [Nor93, Nor95, Fit90].

Densities [IK85, GKI02b, Ito94].

Derivation [DJ89].

Derivatives [Hv83, Kem81].

Description [Cap84, Cap86b, Gra94b, Gra94a].

Diagram [Sch91].

Diagrams [Cal72, KR86, Kxx, Gro83].

Dialogue [Kry86a, Kry86b].

Diatomic [OT87].

Difference [GL88, GL89, GS90, GV92, GKI02a, GKI02b, LD90, LS91].

difference-difference [GKI02b].

Differential [EFK85, GKI91, IK85, KF87, Mac88, Mal82, MM93, Nuc90, Nuc92, RT88, SV92, Sch82b, Sch85b, Sch86, BB93, Bil92, FKI93, GMS93, GZ93, HT91, KK93, KK95a, KK95b, KK00, Mac89, Mou93, RT88, Sch86, KLS12].

differentiation [JL94].

Differenzenoperationen [Gri88].

Differenzverfahren [GVZ91], diffusion [YK90].

Digital [Hol92].

dimension [IKRT89b].

Dimensional [PBG14].

Dimmer [BGH93].

Dirac [IKRT89a, IKRT89b, IKRT91, Vul02, Vul03].

direct [Ano90].

DISCO [CL96, Fit93b].

Dispersionless [KKV06].

Doing [HIs99].

Domain [BHPS86].

Double [D92a, D92b].

Drift [KLR93].

Duality [D92a, D92b].

Dublin [HR92].

dummy [IK91].

d’Une [Cap84].

Dutch [van88].
Dynamic [Ioa90b, KR85a, Ioa91b, LS96].
Dynamic-Debugging [KR85a]. Dynamics [FBC86]. Dynkin [Sch91].

Editing [KO83]. efficiency [Dav82].
Eigenparameter [Sha87]. Einführung [Ueb92]. Einstein [Sch88a]. Elastic [Eis90].
Elasticity [Ioa90b, Ioa91b]. Electric [VR87]. electrodynamics [Gro90c].
Element [BCBBxx, BCBB90, Bar92]. elementary [Gro90a, Gro90c, Gro90b, Gro91a, Gro91b].
Elements [BBB92, BH88]. Elliptical [Kot86]. Embedding [Rd91]. energy [BL91, De 89, Gro97, SS91].
Energy [SAK +88, SKA88]. Enlarging [BHPS86].
Equation [BGH93, BGK86, D ¨U92a, EFK85, Gri74, Ioa90a, IK85, Kam05, KLS12, LD87, Mal82, McC84, MM93, Nuc90, Nuc92, RT89, SV92, Sch82b, Sch85b, Sch85a, Sch86, Sny93, BB93, Boc92, DZ00, D ¨U92b, DJ89, Fk89, GMS93, GKI02a, GKI02b, GZ83, GSZ85, GK291, IJK03, Ioa91a, Ito94, KR93, KK93, KK95a, KKVO3b, KKVO4c, KK92, KK94, KK95b, KK00, LD89, Loo72, Mou93, Ren91, Ren92, Sch88b].
equilibria [Par14]. equilibrium [Boc92, KR93]. Erratum [Sag89].
Error [Ack85, Mor89, Sto77, Bam88].
Error-Correcting [Mor89]. ESPRIT [Ano88]. EUROCAL [BC85, Dav89].
European [BC85, Dav89]. EUROSAM [Ng79]. Evaluating [Ito85]. Evaluation [AB89, Har77b, Har79b, KRL93, Köl85, LD87, LD89, EP90]. Even [Maz85].
evolution [GSZ85, GZ90b, Ito94, KKVO3b, KKVO4c, KK92, KK94, Ren91].
evolutionary [Mar93]. evolutions [Ren92].
Exact [BH88, McC84, Kra03]. Examples [BGK86, FBC86]. EXCALC [SHM87, SMH98].
Exclusive [DMR88, DMR90]. Executing [KO83].
exansion [Hv85].
Expansions [GT91, PB90]. Experience [Kry86a, Kry86b, MSt9]. experimental [KR68]. Experiments [AW89, van86b].
expert [HR92]. explanation [Her12].
Explicit [Köl85, Mal82, WD85]. expressed [YK90]. Expression [vH82, Hv85].
expressions [IK91]. Extended [KO83].
Extension [Cap84, Cap86b]. Extensions [¨UHK82, Spi87, Spi89]. extensive [KKV02].
Exterior [DÜ92a, Sch82a, SHM87, DÜ92b, HT91].
External [Dul87, Dul89].

Facilities [Hv83, MG88, vV88, vHv87].
Facility [Gat76, Gat86, Bat85, Gat85a].
Factorization [NSW85, Hv85, KK02a, NW83]. Families [RT89].
Fast [Dav82, IKRT89a, Sny93, SI87, IKRT91, JL94, Ken81].
Fermions [Hug90].
Feynman [Cal72, Dul87, Dull9, KR86, KRxx]. FIDE [LD90].
Field [Ack85, Dul87, Gro88c, McC84, ST89b, VR87, Dull9, Vu92].
Fields [Ede81]. Filters [Hol92]. Finding [IK95, Mal82, McC84, GKI02b, Ito94].
Finite [BCBBxx, BCBB90, Bar92, LD90].
First [Hea05, MW91a, M°94, Man93, Sch85b, Sch86, Sch88b]. five [Oll88].
five-body [Oll88]. flat [IKK03]. Flow [Kot86, Sav90, YP91, Sav88]. flows [KR93].
Fluid [FBC86, LD87, YP91, LD89, PR02].
foer [Har80]. Form [Ito85, Man93, Ren92, WD85, BS98].
Formal [Hv83]. formation [Ano90].
Formula [Har80].
Formelbehandling [Har80].
Formelmanipulation [Mel74]. formula [Hic91]. formulæ [Tao90]. Formule [van88].
Fortran
[Ina80, Sha87, BGV94, KK89, Kea92].

Fortran-Based [Ina80]. Forty [Hea05].

Foundation [Eis90]. foundations [GKW03]. fracture [Ano90]. frames [Har96]. France [Ng79]. Fredholm [Loo72].

free [Hea09]. French [Cap89]. Fröhlicher [KK93, KK95a]. Function [Cap90, PSZ91, Cap86a]. Functions [Asl96, BBB92, BCBBxx, Hea72b, Maz85, AM90, BCBB90].

Game [Par14]. gamma [IKRT89a].


GCUR [Gon91, Veg91]. GDR [Dav89].

General [Dau79, DJ80, DJRR81, Ozixx, SHM87, KKVV13, M94, McC94].

generality [Dav82]. Generalized [FK86, VVKK12]. Generating [Sny93].

Generation [BBB92, BCBBxx, Edn93, GKKV08, Bar92, Bat85, Boc92, BGV94, GV92, Gat85a, GZ90b].

Gentran [Gat85b, Gat85c, Bat85, BGV94, Gat85a, Gat87]. GENTRANS [Kea92, Kea91].

geodesy [TSD91]. geometric [KKV03a, KKV06]. Geometrical [DR85, GKKV08].

Geometries [DU92a, DU92b]. Geometry [GK91, KLS12, KK02b, Tha89a, Tha89b].

Geophysical [FBC86]. geophysics [DJ89].

German [Ueb92]. Germany [Cal94, CL96, Wat91].

gimbal [KLR93].

GITA [BCM+95]. Gluonic [Du87, Du89]. Graded [KK91, KK93, KK95a, KK95b].

Granular [Sav90, Sav88]. Graph [Gaw89].


Grassmann [HT95]. gravitation [DZ00].

Gravity [Vul02, SMH98]. Gröbner [MMN88, BGK86, HT95, van86b]. Ground [IEE78, Sny93].


Grove [IEE78]. Guide [DJRR81, HS83].

Hadamard [Sch83]. Hamiltonian [KK02a, KK03b, KK04a, KK04d, KK04b, KKVV13, KV90, Ren92].

Hamiltonians [BCM+95]. Handbook [GKW03]. Harmonic [BCRS89, DJ89].

Heights [Jen76]. help [NBC92]. Help [Ioa90b, Ioa91b]. Heuristic [Mon92].

Hidden [Sha87]. hierarchies [KKV03a, KKV04d, KKV04b]. High [IKRT89b, Gro97, SS91]. highest [KLR93].

Hilfe [GV91]. Hirota's [It88]. HLISP [Kan75]. Holm [GKKV08]. hosted [Tri00].

hot [YK90]. hot-wire [YK90]. hydrogen [VR87]. hypergeometric [AM90].

iAPX [YA87]. iAPX86 [YA89]. iAPX86/286 [YA89]. iAPX86/286-based [YA89].

Idempotents [Kon95]. identities [IK91]. II [Hus81]. IMACS [HR92]. Implementation [FF82, Gat85b, GK79, Kan75, RG91, Sch82a, BB93, CL96, Fit93b, HT91, IKRT91].

Implementing [AGK+87, Fit83]. Improved [Maz85]. Improvement [MG88].

includes [Ste94]. indeterminateness [Kem81].

indicating [Wan85]. indices [IK91].


Installation [GM88, HS83].

Integrability [KKV10, KLS12, GZ90b, GKKV08, Har96, KK02b, KK04c, KK06].

Integrable [GZ90a, VVKK12, Zha93, GSZ85]. Integral [Ioa90a, Sha87, Ano90, Ioa91a, Loo72].

Integrals [AB89, Kol85, LD87, Sch85b, Sch86, AM90, BS98, LD89, Sch88b].

integrated [Dew89]. integrating [DZ00].

Integration [CNxx, Har79a, KO83, Bil92, Nor90, SS83].

intelligence [HR92]. Interacting [Ioa90a, Ioa91a].

Interactions [BH88].

Interactively [Kal82]. Interface
Methods [Boy93, Vis73, SS91]. metrics [Sch88a].
Micro [GK78b, GK79, IEE78, GK78a].
Micro-coded [GK78b, GK78a].
Micro-programmed [GK79].
Microprocessor [Fit83].
Microprogramming [IEE78]. mKdV [KK92b, KK06].
Mode [Mel14, PH81, AE83, CH85, LS96, PH83].
Model [Hea76, BL91]. modelled [PR02].
Modelling [Div91]. models [Lan94].
Modified [DU92a, GK91, DU92b].
Molecules [OT87].
Moments [PSZ91, Mat89].
Momentum [Gro88b].
Monge [KKV04d, VVKK12].
Monogenic [BCRS89].
motion [KLR93, RLBS91].
Movie [IEE78]. moving [Har96].
Multidimensional [DR85], multilinear [RG91].
Multiloop [ST89b]. Multiple [Asl96].
Multiple-Valued [Asl96].
Multivariable [UYSA89].

Newman [DZ00]. newsletter [Loo77].
Nijenhuis [KK93, KK95a]. Ninth [NSW85]. Ninth-order [NSW85]. no [Sag89].
Non [KKV04b, Nuc90, Nuc92, Ric92, GZ85, KK03a, LS91, Rod84, SMH98, KR86, KRxx]. non- [SMH98].
Non-Algebraic [Ric92].
Non-Linear [Nuc90, Nuc92].
non-commutative [Ric92].
non-linear [GZ85].
non-orthogonal [LS91].
Nonconservative [EC87].
Nonlinear [Edn93, Gro88a, Gro88c, KRL93, Mel93b, Mel93a, Ren91, AZ92, Ano90, KGI02b, GZ90b, GZ91, Ito94, KR93, Ren92, Gro88b].
Nonlocal [KVK03, KK04e].
Nonstationary [EH88]. normal [Ren92, WD85]. normalization [BCM+95].
Normalizing [Edn93]. Note [Nor80, Sch88a]. notes [MW91a, M+94].
November [Ano88, IEE78]. number [PR02].
Numeric [BKR+91, Gri77]. Numerical [Gan76, Gan86, Ano90, Dew89].
numerics [HPR96].

obtaining [KLR93]. Occurring [AB89].
Odd [Maz85]. ODE [BG93, Ede93].
ODEs [Man93]. off [Dav82]. one [Gro83, PBG14]. one-dimensional [PBG14]. one-loop [Gan83]. OpenMath [Alv00, Tri00]. Operations [Ito88, GS90].
Operator [Ito88]. operators [CH85, KK93, KK95a, KK02a, KK04a, KK92, KK94, KK95b, KK00, RG91].
optical [Ano90]. Optics [NSW85]. Optimisation [PH81].
Optimization [vanxx, vHGv89].
Optimizing [AGK+87]. Option [Kal82].
Orbit [AB89]. orbital [RBLS91]. Order [HS95, Man93, SV92, BB93, NSW85].
Order-Sorted [HS95]. Ordinary [Mac88, Mal82, Sch82b, Sch86, BB93, GZ83, Mac89, Sch88b].
Oregon [Gon89]. Orientational [PSZ91]. Oriented [Hea68].
Orthogonal [Eas87, Har89b, RT89, Eas91, Har89a, LS91].
Orthogonalization [BBOH78].
ORTHOVEC [Eas87, Eas91]. oscillations [AZZ91].
 Oscillator [Gro88a, Gro88c].

P [Ray90]. Pacific [IEE78]. Package [Ack85, BH88, JG80, DU92a, Gra94b, Gri81, Kad93, MM93, Sis87, SHM87, Sch82b, Sch83, Sch86, UAYS87, vH82, vanxx, Bam88, BGV94, Cap86a, Cap86b, DU92b, GKL02b, GZ83, Gon91, Gra94a, Hv85, Ito94, Kad96, LD90, Mou93, Ren92, Sch88b, Sei91, Veg91, vHGv89]. packages [NW83]. Painlevé [Ren91, Ren92]. Pair [Ito85]. pair/ completion [Nor90]. Palazzo [GT94].
papers [HR92]. paradox [Her12]. parallel [Fit89]. Parallelism [Wan85].
Parallelization [Bra90]. parameter [Ano90]. Parameters [Wan85, YK90].

BB93, Bil92, Boc92, BH88, BC81, BGV94, BCD87, BC91, BHPS86, Bru93, Cal72, Cap84, CH85, Cap86a, Cap89, CNxx, CC88, CC89, CB76, DMR88, DMR90, Dav79, DJ80, DJRR81, Dav82, DR85, Dau79, DJ80, DJRR81, Dav82, DR85, DZ00, DÜ92a, Dul87, Dul89, Eas87, Eas91, Ede81, EKR89, EFK85, EH88, Fit73, Fit83, Fit85, Fit89, Fit90, Fit93a, FBC86, GL89, GMS90, GS90, GV92, GMS93, GI02a, GI02b, GAT76, Gat85a, Gat85b, Gat85c, Gat86, Gat87, GZ83, Gon91, Gra94a, Gra94b, GK91, GK80a, Gri74, Gri75, Gri76, GRI77, GK78b, GK78a, GK79, GK80b, Gro83, Gro88a, Gro90a, Gro90c, Gro90b, Gro91a, Gro91b.

REDUCE [Gro97, Har80, Har89b, Har89a, Har77a, Har77b, Har79a, Har79b, Hea67, Hea68, Hea69, Hea71, Hea72a, Hea72b, Hea73a, Hea73b, Hea74, Hea76, HS83, HM*83, Hea87, Hea91, Hea95, Hea09, Her12, Hie91, HI89, Hol92, HvH*83, Hv83, Hv85, Hus81, IK96, Ina80, Ioa90b, Ioa90a, Ito85, IK85, Ito88, Ito94, Kad93, Kad96, Kal82, Kan75, KK89, Kaz87, Kaz89, Kea91, Kea92, Kes79, KF87, KÖ83, Kry86a, KR85a, KR85b, KRL86, Kry86b, KR87, KRR87, KRR88, KRxx, KR85c, Lan94, LS85, LD87, LD89, LD90, LP90, Mac88, Mac89, MW91a, Mag81, MF83, MH85, Mar88, Mar98, Max85, MW91b, McC84, McC94, MMN88, Mel93b, Mel93a, Mel14, MN92, MG88, MM93, Mon93, NM89, Ng89c, Ng89b, Ng89a, Nor78, Nor93, Nor95, NF96, Nue90, Nue92, Num95].

REDUCE [ON90, O ritual, PB90, PR02, PH81, PH83, PR84, Ray87, Ray90, Ren91, Ren92, RG91, RT89, Sag88, SAK88, SV92, Sas79, Sch82a, SHM87, Sch82b, Sch83, SCH86, Sch88b, SE91,SHA87, Som85, Spi87, Spi89, SL92, Ste94, ST89b, Tha89a, Tha89b, TSD91, üHK82, Ueb92, Veg91, VR87, VU92, VU93, Wan85, WR79, WH89, YA87, YAA, doss88, doss89, vv88, VH82, van88, vHG89, vanxx, van86a, van86b, vH87, Acks85, Alvo00, Cap86b, De 89, DÜ92b, FK86, GL88, GF88, GVZ91, Gaw89, GT91, Har96, Hea82, Ioa91b, Ioa91a, Kan05, KR86, Loo72, Mal82, MS79, NW83, NV14, Par14, PBG14, Rod84, SAA88, SMU89, SMH89, SI87, UAYS87, ASW89a, Tri00].

REDUCE-2 [BOH78, BO80, CNxx, DUL87, Dul89, Ede81, Hus81, Rod84].

REDUCE-3 [DMR88, DMR90].

REDUCE-based [Boc92, Alv00].

REDUCE-Package [SHM87].

REDUCE-Procedures [SV92].

Reduce-programs [US91].

Reduced [Kon95, Sny93].

Related [van86b, KKV04c].

relation [RT88].

Relativity [Dau79, DJ80, DJRR81, HPR96, Ozixx, SHM87, M*94, Mcc94].

Renormalization [Cap90].

Report [Sch82a, Ano90, HM*83].

representation [AW89].

Representations [DR86, IKK03].

resonance [AZZ91].

Resemblance [GV92].

Resultant [GV92].

Resultant Algebraa [GVZ91].

reuse [Mar93].

Review [Ber96].

revised [HR92].

Rewriting [Sny93].

Rhine [Cal94].

Ricci [Kad96].

Riemannian [DR85, SMH98].

RIKEN [Som85].

M*94].

RLISP [Kry84, Mar93].

robot [SMU94].

Rome [Gia89].

root [Sch91].

rotational [OT87].

Rotator [Gro99].

Rules [Mag81].

Rules [KRR88].

run [Fit89].

Running [HS83, Kal82].

sample [Ste94].

satellite [RLBS91].

Satisfying [DÜ92a, DÜ92b].

Scattering [MS79].

Schemes [GL88, GL89, Sch83, GV92, LS91].

School [MW91a, M+94].

Schrodinger [GKZ91].

sciences [Dye94].

Scientific [DR86, HPR96].

SCOPE [vanxx].

Second [SV92, BB93, Loo72].

Second-Order [SV92].

Section [Kot86].
September [CL96]. sequence [Kra03].
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